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About us
At Paul Carr Estate Agents, we are committed 
to making the letting process as stress free as 
possible for you. Whether you are looking to 
make your �rst rental purchase, are already a 
landlord with just one property or a portfolio 
owner, we can help you maximise the return 
on your investment.

With over 30 years’ experience in the local property market, we understand the 
challenges faced by landlords. Our dedicated team of experts are on hand to 
deal with all aspects of letting, from legislation and maintenance, to mitigating 
the risk of rent arrears and void periods.

We already let and manage over 1,000 properties in the North Birmingham area 
encompassing Sutton Cold�eld, Great Barr, Aldridge, Walsall, Burntwood, 
Lich�eld and surrounding areas with rents ranging from £400 pcm to £3,000 pcm. 

Whatever your requirements, we aim to exceed your expectations and deliver a 
level of service which is second to none. When you’re ready to let your property, 
we’re with you every step of the way.



Welcome

As Head of Paul Carr Lettings, I am proud to manage and be 
part of our dedicated and professional team. Individually and 
collectively, they achieve amazing things every day. The role 
of a ‘Landlord’ is multi-faceted and the ever-increasing 
compliance demands can make it feel like a mine�eld. We 
will take the hassle away by supporting and guiding you every 
step of the way. Having an extensive range of specialist 
knowledge and expertise, our team of colleagues will ensure 
your interests are protected.

Our team will support you at every stage in the letting process, from providing an accurate marketing 
appraisal, showcasing your property to pre-quali�ed viewers, guiding you on applications and ensuring 
your property is let as quickly as possible to the right tenant.

The breadth and depth of our combined 200 years’ experience ensures we are equipped to deal with all 
aspects and challenges of letting a property. We are the team you can trust and we will be with you 
every step of the way!

Head of Lettings
Fiona



We o�er an unrivalled and personal service
for all your property needs which includes.

• Honest advice, guidance, accurate valuation and appraisal of current market conditions

• Comprehensive marketing to showcase your property

• Diligent tenant referencing process including Right to Rent checks

• Detailed written and photographic inventory

• Dedicated accounts team ensure rent is credited to your account

• Regular property inspections and follow-up reports

• Compliance with current legislation, ensuring your interests are protected

• Experienced repairs and maintenance department with access to tried and

 trusted contractors

• Meticulous tenancy renewal process undertaken by skilled negotiators

• Expert remarketing advice to ensure your property investment continues to

 deliver a good return

• Thorough �nal inspection and professional deposit negotiation

Our services



Well established in the
local marketplace
We have operated in the local area for over 30 
years, growing to be a market leader in letting 
and managing. 

Knowledgeable agents
Our lettings team’s combined 200 years’ experience 
ensures we are equipped to deal with all the 
aspects and challenges of letting a property.

Communication matters
Too many agencies only communicate good 
news. That’s easy! We are here for you, proactively 
guiding and advising should the unexpected 
happen. We like to make things run with ease.

Local people, local expertise
Our experienced collegues are local people 

with exceptional knowledge of the rental 
market in your area.

Honesty counts
We’ll give you honest advice and guidance right from 
the initial assessment of your property to �nding the 
right tenant. We’ll provide you with an accurate market 
appraisal and agree a comprehensive marketing 
strategy with you to showcase your property.

Reliable tenant
Securing the best tenant for you is crucial, a 
tenant that looks after the property as if it 
were there own and has a reliable income to 
pay the rent each month.

Why choose us
to let your property?
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FAQ
Why should I choose a
managing agent?
A managing agent will provide you with the 

advice you need to ensure you’re compliant with 

the increasing, ever-changing regulations and 

legislation associated with letting a property. A 

big down side of managing a property yourself 

is that tenants have a direct line to you at all 

times of the day and night; and you’ll be 

responsible for dealing with all queries and 

problems that arise.

When you let with Paul Carr Estate Agents, we 

manage these situations diplomatically and 

professionally but always with your best interests 

to the fore allowing you to sit back and relax.

How much will it cost to let
my property?
We make our service o�ering and scale of 

charges clear and transparent. We will guide you 

through the options available to ensure you 

make the right decision based on your personal 

circumstances and experience. Visit our website 

at www.paulcarrlettings.co.uk to �nd out more.

How do I know what rent to charge?
We understand that you want to achieve the 

maximum amount that you can for your 

property, and, at the same time, make it a�ordable 

for tenants. Our team has expert knowledge of 

the local lettings market and will carry out a full 

market appraisal of your property to ensure you 

get a realistic and achievable rental price for 

your property.

How long will it take to let
my property?
While we understand the urgency of �nding a 

tenant, we always emphasise the importance of 

�nding the right one. We aim to achieve this 

within two weeks, but in some cases �nding the 

right tenant and carrying out all the necessary 

legal and a�ordability checks may take

slightly longer.

Do I need to tell my mortgage lender 
that I am going to let my property?
Yes. It is important that you do this as soon as 

you are thinking of becoming a landlord. We 

are able to arrange up-to-date mortgage advice 

to ensure you have the best �nancial solution 

appropriate to your situaion and future 

property plans.

What happens if my tenant
doesn’t pay?
While your tenant is thoroughly vetted before 

the tenancy starts, sometimes circumstances 

can change. Our dedicated accounts team will 

diligently pursue outstanding rents but you may 

wish to consider a rent recovery policy issued 

by a specialist provider. Having experienced the 

�nancial impact of COVID-19 for some of our 

tenants, the importance of adequate cover from 

a specialist provider is more important now 

than ever. Our Rent Recovery Plus Policy 

provides a comprehensive rent guarantee and 

legal expenses cover. Our Rent Recovery Plus 

Policy covers you for 100% of the value of 

monthly rent payments for up to six months.



What happens if a tenant damages 
my property?
We take the maximum legal security deposit for 

all tenancies. This is retained until the tenant vacates 

your property and it is not released until a thorough

check-out has been carried out. Very occasionally 

damage occurs, often accidentally, and an 

appropriate claim can be made on the deposit.

How often will you inspect
my property?
We pride ourselves in being the agent who really 

does carry out regular inspections.  We undertake 

a minimum of two inspections a year, occasionally 

more should we feel this is necessary at any point.  

We always report back to you after our visit.

How do I receive my rental income 
from my letting agent?
Once your tenant moves in, they will be required 

to pay their rent each month on the same day. 

You will receive your rental income via bank 

transfer, following the deduction of our charges 

and any contractor invoices, we aim to disburse 

this within 5 working days.

What happens when something
goes wrong at my property?
We operate a 24/7 online repair reporting facility 

that allows your tenant to upload photographs 

ensuring that we have a good grasp of the 

problem. Our dedicated repairs and maintenance 

team will contact you about the issue and take 

your instructions.

Can I use my own contractors?
Yes, however, we thoroughly recommend using 

our trusted team of contractors for a quick 

response and competitive rate.

Do I need to budget for
unexpected repairs?
We strongly recommend that you have a 

contingency for unexpected repairs, especially 

larger expenses such as a boiler break down. You 

may wish to consider our Landlord Boiler Care - 

for as little as £16 per month it o�ers you peace 

of mind.

Can tenants carry out decoration
or alterations to my property?
Our tenancy agreement states that the tenants 

cannot decorate or make alterations without 

permission. However, tenants may make 

requests and these will be discussed with you. If 

you agree, we will ensure that the work they are 

looking to carry out is properly documented.

Will my tenant look after the garden, 
or do I need to employ a gardener?
Your tenant will be required to undertake regular 

garden maintenance, including cutting the 

grass, weeding, light pruning and cutting 

hedges. As a landlord, it is your responsibility to 

maintain trees, carry out heavier pruning and 

look after garden fences.



Client
feedback
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Thank you once again to all 
at Paul Carr – it has been an 
absolute pleasure dealing 
with you and we look 
forward to working with 
you again in the future.”

Danny
Landlord

I like to keep a tight handle 
on my property and what’s 
going on with it, and for 
whatever reason over the 
past few months I have had 
a lot of engagement with 
Jade and Jonny. I want to let 
you know that they have 
both been absolutely 
fantastic. They are always 
extremely helpful and 
e�cient, solve issues 
comprehensively, and 
always get back to
me quickly.”

Sam
LandlordAs this was my �rst

experience in the renting 
market, I invited seven 
letting agents to view the 
property and provide me 
with the relevant 
information. Thanks to your 
brilliant team, my property is 
being let to tenants as of 
tomorrow and I wanted to 
let you know how each of 
them have supported me at 
each stage. Words such as 
clear and courageous, agile 
and accountable spring 
to mind.”

Claire
Landlord

Thank you very much for 
managing our property. 
We have been very happy 
with your service as 
'new' landlords.”

Nick and Linda
First Time Landlords



We’d love to help with letting and managing your property, 
we are the team you can trust to look after your interests.

Proposal

Our recommendations for:

Landlord name:

Rental property
address:

Fee:

Comments:

Rental valuation: £ pcm

Call us on:
0121 726 9421

or email:
landlord@paulcarrlettings.co.uk





0121 726 9421

landlord@paulcarrlettings.co.uk
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With you 
every step
of the way

Say hello


